Host ACTDMark says:
--------------------------------------------- RESUME MISSION -------------------------------------------------
CMO_OMall says:
::in SB, finishing up with new discovery for Sheridan::
TO_Trebor says:
::sitting at his desk In SEC, reviewing duty logs::
MOSherida says:
::in her quarters resting::
CSO_Sulek says:
::resumes station after meeting::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: standing on the bridge ::
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* O'Mallory to Sheridan
CT_Peters says:
::is on the bridge, at the tactical station, keeping tabs on the shields and weapons systems while maintaining the yellow alert::
MOSherida says:
*CMO* Sheridan here
SCIKoepke says:
::at science console, bridge::
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* Please report to SB
MOSherida says:
*CMO*Aye sir, on my way.
Host ACO_Mav says:
OPS: ETA..?
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: There is a blanket subspace message indicating that the Seventh Fleet, along with both Romulan and Klingon contingents are occupied at the Border with a new offensive.
MOSherida says:
::exits her quarters and heads for SB::
CSO_Sulek says:
Julia: you may want to contact the Bajorans and see if they might let you inspect their technology.
TO_Trebor says:
::makes some notations on future training senarios::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: looks over at Grey ::
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek:  That's what I had in mind of doing...  ::smiles::
Grey76 says:
ACO: 2 more hours sir.
MOSherida says:
::enters SB and sees O'Mallory:: Sheridan here sir
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: sighs and walks over to the TAC console, looking over Peters' shoulder ::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Permission to go and chat with out visitors.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: I have some great news on your condition.  Please, sit.
Host ACO_Mav says:
SCI: Permission Granted.
MOSherida says:
::sits:: Sir?
EO_Stefn says:
::In Engineering, going over the dilithium crystal matrix::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Thank you.  ::walks lightly, almost dancing, into the TL::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Peters: You have a phaser level about .003% too high...
CSO_Sulek says:
::begins scans of area::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: After some long and careful study, I have found a combination drug mixture that will help put back what Dr. Morok had done.
CT_Peters says:
Mav: I do?  ::checks again:: Oh, oops, I do...sorry, sir.  ::corrects that::
TO_Trebor says:
::Finishes up in SEC, speaks quietly with the duty crew, then walks into the corridor::
MOSherida says:
CMO: Sean, is that possible?
SCIKoepke says:
::exits TL and heads for visitors' quart
Host ACO_Mav says:
Peters: If you want to get ahead, you have to be precise... :: shakes his head sternly at Peters ::
SCIKoepke says:
ers::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: I never thought at first, but as I studied the procedure more...
MOSherida says:
CMO: yes........
CMO_OMall says:
MO: A combination of analeptic and tricordrazine seem to do the trick
SCIKoepke says:
::rings the door chime::
Host Geric_Por says:
::Strolls onto the Bridge::
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: Commander, how about we give you an example of our ships with that asteroid field?
CMO_OMall says:
MO: To say the least, I was surprised ::hands findings to MO::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: sees Geric enter the bridge, steps over to him :: Geric: Sounds very nice. :: smiles ::
MOSherida says:
CMO: Sean when can you do the procedure?::takes the findings and reads::
OpsGrey says:
::alters course to avoid an ionstorm::
MOSherida says:
::waits for Sean's response::
SCIKoepke says:
::waits, and when noone answers from inside returns into TL a bit disappointed::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Right here.  I have the hypo ready for you.  But, I must warn you...
MOSherida says:
CMO: Warn me? What.......
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: The only thing you have to do is get us with in 3000 kilometres of the target, while maintaining a warp field... you'll never believe what our little ships can do in a warp field.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Geric: You're sure?
CMO_OMall says:
MO: YOur mind will go through changes and quite rapidly.  Pain will be intense
CMO_OMall says:
*CSO* O'Mallory to Sulek
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: We love giving our ships a test.
SCIKoepke says:
::enters bridge:: ACO:Noone was...  ::sees Geric Por::
MOSherida says:
CMO: But will I be alright?
CSO_Sulek says:
*CMO* Sulek here
TO_Trebor says:
::Walks down the corridore to SB::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: never mind.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Geric, OPS: Very well... This will be interesting, to say the least. Grey, bring us within 3000 kilometers of the target...
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: grins slightly towards Koepke ::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: I make no gurantees, but I believe so
CMO_OMall says:
*CSO* Please report to SB when you can
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: We will know when we are in range and we'll just release... once we do.. move away, like you would for a normal strafing run
MOSherida says:
CMO: Then proceed Doctor.
OpsGrey says:
ACO:Aye sir coming to 3000km
SCIKoepke says:
::gives anders a look as if wanting to say to drop that stupid smile::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Por: Sounds great.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Por: We're ready when you are.
CSO_Sulek says:
*CMO* Understood.  ACO: Permission to go to sickbay.
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick:  Just remember to pick us up afterwards.  ::Smiles as he leaves the Bridge and heads to his ship::
SCIKoepke says:
::returns to science station:: Sulek: Anything wrong?
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Why don't you get into this gown, please
TO_Trebor says:
::enters SB, and sees O'Mallory in conference with Dr Sheridan::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: :: sighs :: Of course. You won't be there the entire mission, will you? We may need you up here later.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Aye sir. ::puts on gown::
Host ACO_Mav says:
OPS: Like he said... Pick him up afterwords. :: nods slightly and smiles to himself ::
CSO_Sulek says:
Julia: I am unsure, but please monitor the demonstration in my abscence.  ACO: I do not believe so.
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: The Ship moves closer and closer to the targetted Asteroid field...
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek:  Yes sir.
CSO_Sulek says:
::goes to TL::  Sickbay
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: nods to Sulek and watches the viewscreen ::
OpsGrey says:
ACO: Aye sir....::shakes his head about the commander::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Lay down on bed 4 and we will begin when Sulek gets here
MOSherida says:
::waits::
MOSherida says:
::lays down on bed 4 and wonders why Sulek has to be here::
CSO_Sulek says:
::arives in outside sickbay and enters:: CMO: you wanted to see me?
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: As the ship reaches 3000 km, as if by clockwork, the bajoran ships push away from the Quirinus and unfurl their sails, which react with the warp field of the ship, and then they are suddenly within 500 kms from the asteroid...
CMO_OMall says:
::sees CSO enter SB:: CSO: thanks for coming down.
MOSherida says:
::notices Sulek entering SB::
TO_Trebor says:
::Nod to Sulek as he enters SB::
OpsGrey says:
To self: Wow...that was most interesting.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: watches with a slight grin as the Bajoran ships do their stuff, slightly in awe ::
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION:  The Ships under their momentum get within range, drop the Tri-Cobalt devices, flare their sails again.. and move away at sub light speeds...
CMO_OMall says:
CSO: I need to do a procedure on Sheridan.  I can't explain it to you, but I need you to mind meld with her to control the pain she will endure with it.
SCIKoepke says:
::watches fascinated::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Ops: Get ready to pick them up...
CSO_Sulek says:
::Sees MO, and nods::
OpsGrey says:
ACO: Ready and waiting
MOSherida says:
::is nervous::
SCIKoepke says:
::trying to tease the ACO:: ACO: Disappointed that our gal can't do that?
CSO_Sulek says:
CMO: Only if the MO has agreed to this.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Serena, I know your scared, but I promise nothing will happen to you with me here.
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: When the Quirinus' Warp Field nears the ships, they are suddenly again, at the airlocks latching on.. just as the devices detonate
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION:  The Asteroid is vapourized in a several Bright blue flares.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Alright, proceed
TO_Trebor says:
::watches the procedings in SB, wiht great concern::
CT_Peters says:
All: Whoa...
SCIKoepke says:
self:  wow.
CMO_OMall says:
CSO: Lt. Please proceed...
OpsGrey says:
SCI: I think we'd proably break our backs doing that.
SCIKoepke says:
Grey: ::quietly laughing:: Yes, I think so.
MOSherida says:
::watches Sulek approach her::
Host CSO_Sulek says:
::moves to MO and sits on bed.  Steeples fingers and closes eyes and begins to take very rhythmic breaths::
OpsGrey says:
SCI:Imagine the Adrenalin rush- WOW!
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Ok, here we go...
MOSherida says:
::starts to feel uneasy::
SCIKoepke says:
::still smiling:: Grey:  Demon drop in Florida can't compare to that.
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: Several Minutes later, Geric walks onto the Bridge, looking exhausted...
CMO_OMall says:
::takes hypo, inject Sheridan near brain stem and monitors::
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: How was that for a test?
CSO_Sulek says:
::reaches out and places fingers on the MO's temples and at the sides of her nose:: MO: My mind to your mind.
SCIKoepke says:
Geric:  Do people always underestimate your ships like we do?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Por: Quite... amazing.
MOSherida says:
::feels queasy::
Host Geric_Por says:
Koepke: Yes actually...
CMO_OMall says:
::sees drug beginning to work::
CSO_Sulek says:
MO: Your mind to mind.
MOSherida says:
CSO:My mind to your mind.
OpsGrey says:
Geric: That must be quite the rush.  How hard is that to do?
CSO_Sulek says:
::slowly links with MO::
Host Geric_Por says:
All:  We altered the sails of our ship, so they don't also catch solar particles for propulsion, they act like magnets to Warp Fields.
CMO_OMall says:
::crosses fingers::
MOSherida says:
::can't connect with Sulek::
MOSherida says:
CSO: I can't...........
Host Geric_Por says:
All:  When one side of the sails are exposed to the field, it pushes us immediately to the edge of the field... when the other, is, it pulls us in.. It isn't immediate transportation, just fast
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: I took some sensor readings on the procedure.  Quite fascinating.
TO_Trebor says:
::feels uneasy watching the mind meld, quickly turns and leaves SB::
CMO_OMall says:
::sees Sheridan mind is altering to normal peramiters::
MOSherida says:
CMO: Sean......I can't sense anything....
CSO_Sulek says:
::moves above MO straining:: MO: You must not fight.  All will be well. ::presses in on her consciousness harder::
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: It works amazingly well with Dominion ships, they have abnormally large warp fields.. .push off from a Fed Ship, get pulled in by the Dominion ship, invert the sails, push off, pulled in my Fed ship... In and Out... Name of the game
Host ACO_Mav says:
SCI: You got that right
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Wait, it takes a little time.  It IS working though...
TO_Trebor says:
::Enters TL::TL:deck 2, Main Weapons Control
Host ACO_Mav says:
Geric: I like it...
OpsGrey says:
Geric: Must do wonders on your stomach.
MOSherida says:
::suddenly feels a letting go:: ahhhh
CSO_Sulek says:
::links with MO::
CMO_OMall says:
::sees stress from both of them::
MOSherida says:
::can sense Sulek now but is in great pain::
Host Geric_Por says:
Grey: Actually it did when we had Gravity plates in.. but we removed them.. and strapped ourselves in... our equilibrium isn't as affect that way because we move with the ship
SCIKoepke says:
::hands ACO a padd:: ACO: Here's the data.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Sean.....the pain.......
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Almost there...a little more time...
OpsGrey says:
Geric: Remarkable.  
CSO_Sulek says:
::seeks the pain receptors in her mind and begins to take on some of the pain for MO::
MOSherida says:
::is in intense agony::
CMO_OMall says:
Self: Cmon, work...
TO_Trebor says:
::Enters MWC, sees the duty crew discussing the recent test, quickly goes to a console and reviews the demostration::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Almost complete...
OpsGrey says:
ACO: We have a problem.... Dominion ships headed for Bajor.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Grey: How many, what type?
CSO_Sulek says:
::removes the blocks he used to shore her telepathic abilities::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Three large hostiles are headed for Bajor.
OpsGrey says:
ACO: 3 Destroyer Class
CMO_OMall says:
::sees data coming in on Sheridan.  Done::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: bites lip :: This is bad.
MOSherida says:
::joins at last with Sulek, totally and completely::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: It is done.  Its over Serena...
MOSherida says:
::the pain subsides::
CSO_Sulek says:
::feels her pain and groans outloud::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Lie still.  I need to run a few more tests
OpsGrey says:
ACO: The bajoran Navy is in the neighborhood.....
MOSherida says:
CSO: I feel your thoughts now.
CMO_OMall says:
CSO: Lt.  Are you alright?
MOSherida says:
::smiles::
CSO_Sulek says:
~MO~ I know
Host ACO_Mav says:
Grey: Bajoran Navy.. Sure.
CSO_Sulek says:
CMO: It will take moment to disengage.
TO_Trebor says:
::notices the long range scans indicating enemy vessels, immediately begins tact scans::
CMO_OMall says:
CSO: Thanks.  We couldn't have done it without you...
Host ACO_Mav says:
Grey: The only thing they're good for is self-confidence.
MOSherida says:
::pulls Sulek's mind away::
Host Geric_Por says:
MavericK:  Commander.. we could take out those ships
CMO_OMall says:
::turns to MO::  MO: Serena.  Its finally over...
CT_Peters says:
ACO: Enemy ETA, 2 hours to Bajor, 12 minutes to us...
MOSherida says:
CMO: Am I going to be alright now?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Geric: We'd have to get you there..
TO_Trebor says:
::begins reviews of tactical plans for intercepting J'H destroyers::
CMO_OMall says:
::looks at data:: MO: All seems to be like it should.  Need anything?
MOSherida says:
::senses the doctor's relief::
SCIKoepke says:
::looks at Geric a little doubting, but reminds herself that these little ships are more capable of doing this stuff than what they look like::
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: Warp by them... Drop us off... we can get out in time... Trust us
CSO_Sulek says:
::begins to break link:: MO: I am pleased that you have recovered.  Perhaps you could share with me what it was like to be so blinded.  I am afraid that I must return to duty.  ::Stands unsteadily::
MOSherida says:
CMO: No sir, I'm ok
Host ACO_Mav says:
Geric: If you insist.. Ok.
Host ACO_Mav says:
CTO: Red Alert!
CMO_OMall says:
::helps Sulek to sit for a bit::  CSO: Rest a minute before you return
CT_Peters says:
::puts the ship on red alert::
MOSherida says:
CSO: Thank you Sulek, I should be pleased to discuss this with you
CMO_OMall says:
Self: oh oh
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick: Remember... 3000 kms... We'll be in roughly the same area... Just keep your warp field stable as you pass.. avoid phaser fire..
Host ACO_Mav says:
Geric: Easier said than done... We'll do our best. Good luck to you.
MOSherida says:
::smiles at both Doc and Sulek::
CSO_Sulek says:
::hears red alert::CMO: No time  ::Leaves for TL::
OpsGrey says:
To self: This should be fun...
CMO_OMall says:
CSO: Hang on a sec.  ::gives CSO a vitamin boost:: That should help
Host Geric_Por says:
Maverick:  See you after those bastards are dust...
MOSherida says:
::hears red alert::
SCIKoepke says:
::hears red alert and automatically finds herself looking for a phaser.  stops herself::
TO_Trebor says:
::begins systems checks on weapons::
CMO_OMall says:
::goes to MO:: MO: YOU ned to rest
EO_Stefn says:
::As red Alert sounds, moves to the major schematics panel and reroutes power to major offensive and defensive systems::
MOSherida says:
CMO: But the red alert......
CMO_OMall says:
MO: I will take care of this
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: nods and gets back to the big chair ::
CMO_OMall says:
::begins preparing for emregencies::
CSO_Sulek says:
CMO: Thank you. ::Looks at MO as if about to speak:: ~MO~ We have shared more than you know.  ::leaves::
OpsGrey says:
SCI: Julia- take some Ops of from me.  I'll have my hands full.
CSO_Sulek says:
::At TL:: Bridge
MOSherida says:
CMO: Shall I remain in SB?
MOSherida says:
::looks at Sulek puzzled::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Tac: Divert power from any system you need to shields. We need to keep the ship STABLE...
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Yes, I want to monitor you for a bit
OpsGrey says:
ACO: They see us.
SCIKoepke says:
OPS: No problem.
TO_Trebor says:
*CTO*:We are within torp range.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: 3 million km
Host ACO_Mav says:
TAC: Even Phasers. If we end up in a battle, we can use torpedoes..
MOSherida says:
CMO: Aye sir
CSO_Sulek says:
::Arrives bridge and goes to station:: Julia: Status.
OpsGrey says:
SCI: Have fun. All: My apologies for our rough ride.
CMO_OMall says:
MED: All med staff prepare for medical emergencies
CT_Peters says:
ACO: Aye sir ::diverts all power except for the essentials and torpedo systems to shields::
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: About to engage in what will very probably be a battle.
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: The Quirinus flies past the Dominion ships.. which turn and follow.. firing phasers...
SCIKoepke says:
::holds on tighter to the console::
CMO_OMall says:
::works on preps::
CSO_Sulek says:
::scans ships as the pass::
Host ACO_Mav says:
SCI: Did Geric and his ships depart?
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: The Solar ships, break off, are pushed out of the warp field... and almost immediately pulled in by the three other fields, one ship each.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: They did...now
TO_Trebor says:
::monitors J'H ships, weapons and shield status::
OpsGrey says:
::Moves the ship away from each beam.::
MOSherida says:
::rests::
Host ACO_Mav says:
OPS: Keep us steady... the second they de-attach from the Dominion ships, prepare to pick them back up.
OpsGrey says:
ACO: Aye sir.
SCIKoepke says:
::manages to look and feel pretty calm, even though those red alerts always make her really nervous::
CMO_OMall says:
::straps on med kit::
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: They Drop their payloads, which attach to the hulls... the Dominion barely knows what is going on, but try to fire at the solar ships as they push off again to the outer edges of their warp fields... simultaneously detonating the devices..
MOSherida says:
CMO: Can I help?
CMO_OMall says:
::goes over to Sheridan::  MO: How do you feel?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Grey: Loop around and get Geric and his people out of there...
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Payloads dropped.
OpsGrey says:
:: Flips the ship around in a 180 degree turn.::
MOSherida says:
CMO: Much better sir.
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: The resulting explosions all but destroy the ships... one of the solar ships is caught in the firestorm....
TO_Trebor says:
::Contiues tac scans as the devices detonate::
OpsGrey says:
::Heads ship right into the fire storm.::
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: As the Quirinus nears... they get sucked in by the Warp Field and latch on.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: One of the solar ships is caught in the firestorm
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Well, you been through alot.  If you feel up to it...
MOSherida says:
CMO: Sean, I'll be fine now. ::gets up::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Take it easy, you hear?
MOSherida says:
CMO: You know me.......:laughs::
OpsGrey says:
::Brethes as the Quirinus clears the firestorm.::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: I will need to check you every few days to make sure it hasn't changed
Host Geric_Por says:
<Crewman> *Sickbay* Medical Emergency, Airlocks 1-5
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: They're back, the dominion ships are badly damaged.
CSO_Sulek says:
::Scans Dominion ships::
MOSherida says:
CMO: Understood, Sean
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Sickbay* Report to Airlocks 1-5 immediately! Medical emergency!
CMO_OMall says:
*Crewman* On our way...
TO_Trebor says:
*CTO*:J"H vessels have been destroyed.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Correction, they are destroyed.
CMO_OMall says:
::exits SB to TL:: Airlock 1-5
MOSherida says:
::heads to airlocks with Sean::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Dominion ships destroyed.  Loss of one Bajoran ship::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: You have the bridge.
CMO_OMall says:
::exits TL to airlocks:: ALL: Report
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: heads for Airlock 1 ::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Aye ::Moves to the big chair::
TO_Trebor says:
::scans the sector for additional J'H vessels::
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: At each of the airlocks.. you find each Bajoran with multiple broken bones.. including four of the five with crushed spines
MOSherida says:
::listens to O'Mallory's orders::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Serean check him out over at airlock 2
SCIKoepke says:
::continues scans of the solar ships and the surrounding area::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: arrives in Airlock 1, looks for Geric ::
CMO_OMall says:
::goes to Bajoran at airlock 1::
MOSherida says:
::arrives at airlock 2:: Aye sir
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: All of the Bajorans are unconscious and alive... no internal bleeding... just brokend/crushed bones
Host ACO_Mav says:
CMO: Is Geric around here..?
MOSherida says:
::scans injured Bajoran::
Host Geric_Por says:
ACTION: Geric Por has a crushed spine.. broken legs... and several broken ribs
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: looks at the crippled Geric on the floor, shakes his head and kneels down ::
CMO_OMall says:
Self: Damn  *SB* Send  5 back boardws down ASAP
CMO_OMall says:
::works on Geric::  Lie still  ::scans::
Host ACO_Mav says:
CMO: Will he live..?
MOSherida says:
*CMO* Only broken bones here.
CMO_OMall says:
::turns to ACO:: Live, yes...
CMO_OMall says:
::sees boards arrive::
MOSherida says:
::continues scanning::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: We have 5 with crushed spines, need to get to SB asap
TO_Trebor says:
::Does tac scans on J'H debries, looking for anything worth savaging::
MOSherida says:
::sees med staff arrive:: Understood sir
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: sighs and stands, leaving for the Bridge ::
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek:  What happened down in sickbay?
MOSherida says:
Jones: take over here
CMO_OMall says:
ALL: Lets easily get these people on the boards.  They have crushed spines and need to be gentle on moving them
MOSherida says:
::heads back to SB with injured::
CSO_Sulek says:
Julia:  I assisted the doctor in removing the MO's telepathic block.
CMO_OMall says:
::helps with Geric to a board::
OpsGrey says:
CSO: Should I contact DS9 about this sir?
MOSherida says:
ALL: Easy there!
CSO_Sulek says:
OPS: negative
CMO_OMall says:
::has all injured on boards::  ALL: lets get them to SB.  Now!
MOSherida says:
::follows the med team::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: arrives on the bridge, waves for Sulek to head back to his workstation ::
OpsGrey says:
CSO: Bajoran Authorities .... or..... the navy..?
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek:  Sheridan had a telepathic...um...never mind.
CSO_Sulek says:
OPS:  Relay message to Admiral Ross
CMO_OMall says:
::helps with Geric boards:: Geric: Takes it easy...don't move
MOSherida says:
::enters TL::SB
OpsGrey says:
CSO: Should I raise him or just send a message?
CSO_Sulek says:
::Sees ACO and stands down:: ACO:  I trust the Doctor has all well in hand.
TO_Trebor says:
::begins reviewing the tactical data on the attack, writing a report for Lt Peters::
SCIKoepke says:
::shuts up::
CSO_Sulek says:
OPS:  File full status report
MOSherida says:
::Arrives in SB with the injured Bajoran::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: I guess..
OpsGrey says:
CSO: Aye sir.  ::beings to file report.::
CMO_OMall says:
::all arrive in SB:: ALL: Place each of them in biobeds 1-6
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: You seem worried.
CMO_OMall says:
::helps with Geric to biobed 1::
MOSherida says:
::watches the patient placed on the biobed::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Lets get them all stable first, then assesments
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Nah... Just that Geric is seriously hurt... may be paralyzed for life or something. :: shrugs and sighs ::
MOSherida says:
CMO: Aye sir.
SCIKoepke says:
self:  Maybe I didn't underestimate those ships this time...
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:  The commander is, I am sure, only too aware of the risks of battle as we all are.
CMO_OMall says:
Self: 5 crushed spines...damn
MOSherida says:
::begins scans again::
OpsGrey says:
::Sends report::  CSO: Report filed and sent.
CMO_OMall says:
::works on stablizing patients::
CSO_Sulek says:
OPS: acknowledged
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: I realize the risks of battle, Sulek...
CSO_Sulek says:
::Raises eyebrow:: ACO:  Sir?
MOSherida says:
CMO: Doctor, injuries are serious but none life-threatening.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Thank you.  We have 5 crushed spines...::sighs::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: shakes his head :: Sulek: Never mind.
MOSherida says:
::notices the patients with crushed spines:: 
CSO_Sulek says:
::moves close to ACO.  Quietly:: ACO: It is not your fault.
Host Geric_Por says:
------------------------------------------ END MISSION --------------------------------------
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